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Minimum Wage Policy

Minimum wage is a key policy to help increase low wages

Many states and cities have passed large increases in min

wages in recent years

Democrats would like to sharply increase Fed min wage

Critical to understand effects of local or federal min wage

Large empirical literature but challenging to put all the effects

together

CWED model is the most sophisticated attempt to date to

predict min wage effects
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CWED Minimum wage model

Pragmatic non-structural model that incorporates most salient

empirical findings

Well grounded in recent empirical findings along a number of

dimensions:

1) Direct effect given current distribution of wages

2) Substitution away from low wage workers

3) Passthrough to prices and reduction in consumption

Net effect on employment of moving to $15 is close to zero
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Issues with CWED model

1) Core “Marshallian” competitive model

2) Labor costs in output

3) Local vs. Federal min wage

4) Link with CBO analysis
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Issue 1: Core “Marshallian” competitive model

In competitive Marshallian model, min wage is distortionary

⇒ Scope for using minimum wage (over and above taxes/transfers)

is limited

In reality, wages not set solely by marginal product due to

matching costs and bargaining of surplus between business,

workers, and consumers

⇒ Minimum wage is a way to shift surplus toward workers

Challenge: how to incorporate this “Industrial Relation” view

into the model

Recent work shows that min wage is passed through to prices
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A. Large increases in minimum wage
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I l l FOR THE NEW VORKTMRS 

Crop Prices Are Soaring 
The agricultural commodities that go into processed 
food are becoming more expensive, contributing to 
higher prices at the grocery store. 

Commodity prices 

Generic near-month futures 
contract price per bushel. 

Charts are plotted on comparable 
percentage-change scales. 
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TO OUR VALUED CUSTOMERS 
Wheat is continuing to hit record prices, vastly increasing our costs 
for flour. To cope with this, we are forced to impose a surcharge on 
bread and bagels, effective immediately. This will include sandwiches. 
Each week, we will recalculate the surcharge, according to the price of 
wheat. We hope that this will be temporary, but industry experts do not 
know when—or if—prices will stabilize. 

• Our flour cost has more than tripled in the past month. 

• On Monday (2/25/08) the price of March spring wheat on the 
Minneapolis Grain Exchange hit $24 a bushel, double its cost 
two months ago and the highest price ever for wheat. 

• The high-quality wheat we use to make artisan breads and 
bagels is getting harder to find. 

• U.S. stocks of wheat are now at their lowest level in 60 
years. 

We can direct customers to substantial references for information about 
the wheat situation, online and in print. 

When prices return to normal, we will drop the surcharge. Please bear 
with us as we try to address this very serious situation. 

Sincerely, 
The Brous & Mehaffey Family 

B. Large increase in wheat prices

Figure A1. Examples of Firms Revealing Large Cost Increases
Sources: Panel A: pictures taken at restaurants in Oakland, CA, and Berkeley, CA, in 2015 by Pascal Michaillat.
Panel B: picture taken at a bakery in Ithaca, NY, in 2008 by Daniel Benjamin.
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Issue 2: Labor costs in output and price effects

1) Labor costs to operating costs only 22%

⇒ In CWED model, min wage payroll increase of 3.35% trans-
lates into a 3.35% × 22.1%=0.74% price increase

2) But labor income in value added is 75%

Difference is due to intermediate goods production

⇒ Min wage affects intermediate goods prices as well and
cascades to final retail price

With full pass through, final effect on prices should be 3.35%
× 75% = 2.5% instead of 0.74%

Employment effects -1% instead of 0%
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Costs for firms: the minimum wage increase would 
raise prices by 0.6 percent by 2021 in New York State 

Source: Reich, Allegretto, Jacob, Montialoux (2016) [here]. 
Note: The price increases are presented in the case of a competitive model, and are calculated as follows: % Change in 
Payroll Costs * Labor Costs as a % of Operating Costs * Percentage Minimum Wage Increase. A full-pass-through of 
minimum wage costs into prices is assumed. The percentage minimum wage increase is an average between the 
percentage minimum wage increase in New York City and outside New York City weighted by the affected workforce in 
the two areas. Percent change in payroll costs includes payroll taxes and workers’ compensation as well as turnover 
offsets. In this table, the percent change in payroll costs does not take into account the reduction in total wage bill due to 
substitution and productivity gains job losses. Those effects are, however, taken into account in our GE model.  

The increase in prices will reduce consumer demand 
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% Change in 
Payroll Costs 

Labor Costs as 
% of Operating 

Costs 
Price increase 

Cumulative changes by 2021, private, for profit sector 
All Industries 3.35% 22.10% 0.74% 
   Restaurants 23.13% 30.70% 7.10% 
   Retail trade 8.12% 10.80% 0.88% 
   Food manufacturing 7.61% 10.70% 0.81% 



Issue 3: Local vs. Federal min wage

Analysis at State vs. Federal is almost identical

Key distinction: tradable vs. non-tradable goods.

For tradable goods, harder to shift min wages on prices

Fraction tradable goods increases when minimum wage in-

crease is local

⇒ Would be good to incorporate this feature in the model
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Issue 4: Link with CBO analysis

CBO (2014) examined a $9 and $10.1 Fed min wage

CBO predictions: $9 min wage has zero effect on employment

but $10.1 min wage has -0.3% employment effect

⇒ A $15 min wage would have larger disemployment effects

of at least -1%

CBO analysis important in policy making decision

CBO analysis is responsive to outside academic research

⇒ Important to discuss link with CBO analysis and start a

dialog with CBO
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Is the minimum wage enough?

Inequality in the US is very high

Minimum wage only help wages at the very bottom

Traditionally unions help push wages up for middle workers

E.g., Swedish wage floors by industry and occupation in lieu

of uniform min wage

Unions useful in bilateral monopoly model of the labor market

Striking that min wage policy is so much more widely discussed

than union policy
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